**Total Voters** | 260  
---|---  
**Total vote casted** | 200  
**Percentage of Voting** | 76.9230769231 %  
**Contestants** | **Vote counts**  
**Candidates for President post**  
RAJNATH JAISWAR | 127  
DHANANJAY SINGH | 72  
**Candidates for Secretary HQ post**  
ANINDYA ROY | 200  
**Candidates for General Secretary post**  
AMIT NAUTIYAL | 142  
SARIKA SHARMA | 56  
**Candidates for Treasurer HQ post**  
MANU | 146  
RIDHIMA BHAYANA | 54  
**Candidates for EC Member post**  
PRATHAMESH RAJAI | 114  
RAJESH KUMAR | 69  
SACHIN TAYAL | 134  
OMA SHANKAR | 122  
ANKIT WATTS | 100  
CHANChala KALE | 144  
MANOJ KUMAR H CHAUHAN | 41  
SANNY BHUSHAN KUMAR | 139  
GOPAL SONAI MUTHU | 27  
PRIYANKA GUPTA | 70  
ALOK KUMAR YADAV | 62  
DEEPkA AHEER | 68  
HIMANSHU PANDEY | 40

---

*Mr. Ashish Kumar Jha*  
**Election Officer, NMPAI Election 2019-20**